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A Textbook of Physics Class XI: Class Â .Maine Public Utilities Commission: Maine Cell Sites Moving Forward Brian Mackey, the commissioner of the Maine Public Utilities Commission, told the Portland Press Herald in June that the state's cell towers will move forward, despite a lawsuit from other states claiming that the federal government is skirting its jurisdiction over the construction and expansion of cell towers. "We're obviously going to proceed," Mackey told the newspaper. Commissioners at
the state agency voted 3-0 to propose two new zones that will add about 80 towers to the state's cell tower landscape. The zones would cover the east and west coasts and connect to the New England Interstate 395 Cellular Network (NEI), a consortium of carriers and state agencies that was formed in the mid-1990s. The move allows the project to move forward as the location is already part of the air space and has already been assessed by the U.S. Department of Defense. The project has

been under fire, though, from states in New York, Minnesota and Wisconsin because they claim that states don't have the authority to expand cell towers. Mackey told the newspaper that the Maine Center for Disease Control has begun work in Maine to assess the connectivity issues for the upcoming implementation. He told the newspaper that they are using data to see how cell phone service is used in Maine before "throwing up to 80 more cell towers." "We want to make sure we have the best
decision we can for the best results for our state," he said. "With the challenges being faced by the federal government -- it's not optimal -- we want to know what we can do ourselves. We can't wait for the federal government to take action." Similar to how the centers are sharing data, he told the paper they are also sharing some data on the state of technology infrastructure in Maine. "We just want to share what we learn," he said. "If we don't do anything, we're going to be in the same

situation three or four years from now." Governor Paul LePage said in October that there will be regulations in place to make sure that cell phone towers are kept at a minimum. "If we're going to put a tower anywhere, we're going to make sure the footprint is not too big," he said. "There are three small plots of land in Portland that have three cell sites where no one can use them." "Where we do need towers
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